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Dear Shareholder, 

With the end of the regular fiscal year and the long anticipated lifting of the majority of the COVID 
restrictions, it is appropriate that I submit to you a short update. 

Since my last memorandum prior to Christmas, the Hornby Mall continues to enjoy further progress 
due to a number of factors. 

The most physically apparent are: 

1) The continuation of the regular quarterly distributions, the latest being just a few days ago, 

despite a hostile environment of restrictions and National uncertainty. This was maintained, 

in fact increased in the December 2021 quarter, to a gross rate of 5.5 cents [annual basis] per 

share, when most of the country was in lockdown. This was subject to appreciative 

comment. 

2) The opening immediately prior to Christmas of three significant stores with a high visual 

impact, these being Cotton On, Cotton On Kids and Starbucks. I previously sent to you 

photographs of these and as you can imagine this has resulted in heightened social media 

activity with associated stimulus to regular shopping patterns. 

3) The maintenance of a high occupancy rate which has generated a greater vibrant 

atmosphere, the occupation of some of the previous empty spaces. 

4)  The commencement of the construction of the new lift access within the Pak N Save 

domain. 

5) The anticipated opening of a “Farmers” type market on the top car park on Thursday 

evenings. This is in final consent stages with an anticipated opening in late June 2022. 

Less apparent but a very important milestone 

6) The completion of the complex seismic repairs by 28 February 2022. The NBS rating is now a 

minimum of 67% which adds another dimension to our strategic position as well as meeting 

the ASB Bank covenant and intending tenancy demands.  
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Of shareholder significance: 

Web Site 

1) The introduction of a detailed, interactive, “Investor and Shareholder” web site. This has 

been developed to a sophisticated level to assist both yourselves and intending investors, as 

to the intricacies and processes available when assessing this investment. The website will be 

a cornerstone for promotional submissions to a determined number of sharebrokers and 

your financial advisors. The content of construction has been finalised, due to be operative in 

May 2022. 

Computershare 

2) As a complementary adjunct to this the Board now announces that all registry details will be 

administered by “Computershare” from 1 April 2022. The mechanics of Computershare will 

be apparent to most of you, to assist, their guide is attached. Such details as dividends paid, 

annual tax information will be immediately available. 

Once the migration has been completed, Computershare will send you details of your 
shareholding, including your Common Shareholder Number (CSN), via a Securities 
Transaction Statement and your Authorisation Code (FIN) if you have not previously received 
one. Details of how to register for Computershare’s online Investor Centre will also be 
provided. If you need to contact Computershare you can do so via email to 
enquiry@computershare.co.nz or phone on 09 488 8777. 

General Comment 
The present atmosphere in the CBD district is somewhat moribund due to the significant and long-term 
impact of the Omicron variant with many of the population away from their general patterns of activity. 
This impact has been less so on retail trade for the outer areas of the metropolitan area, for example 
the latest Management report (February) identifies a 7.6% increase in tenant sales turnover to February 
last year. Remarkable considering the circumstances. As a result, and due to the assistance and 
motivation of the Management team, the participation of the majority of the tenancies, there has not 
been a recourse for widespread tenant relief. Yes, some tenancies have suffered, and the Food Court 
is an obvious one due to the mandate conditions. We look forward to the lifting of these burdens in the 
next few days. 

Inflation and interest rate rises continue to be of concern and are an ongoing unknown factor. I refer 
you to my comments and outlook within the 1 November 2021 communication to you and the steps 
we have taken. 

The Board and Management have been proactive and hard working over the summer period and have 
completed a number of complex tasks to further progress the well being and integrity of the Mall. 

Hopefully such measures will place us in good stead for the remainder of the calendar year. 

Best wishes, 

Michael Keyse 
Chairman 




